What makes theological education "theological"? A South Mrican story on the iniegrity of theological education 
ON THE EMERGENCE OF A SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGI-NATION
"Like the earlier rise of historical consciousness amongst theologians, the contemporary emergence of a sociological imagination is, however initially unnerving, crucial for theological self-consciousness".
Few insights have been more fundamental to the recent work of South African theologians than the truth in these words from the opening paragraphs of David Tracy's well-known book on Christian theology and the culture of pluralism, The analogical imagination 2 • Tracy continues his argument about this "emergence of a sociological imagination" by painting a tentative "social portrait" of a theologian. It is in this context that he draws his well-known distinctions between the three publics that theology, as a social discourse, addresses, namely the public of society, the public of the academy, and the public of the church.
The use of Tracy's distinctions has become commonplace in South African theology in recent years 3 • To a large extent, it has been forced on us through the rapid and fundamental social changes taking place in South African society over the past few years. These distinctions have helped us to make some sense of the radical challenges we faced as theologians and to bring some order, not in our answers, but in our questions.
Perhaps one could summarise some of the main concerns forced upon us through this sudden "emergence of a sociological imagination" in the form of three clusters of questions, arising a) from an increasing awareness of the crucial influence of our "social location" or, as some prefer to say, our "context", on our theological activity; b) from a growing acknowledgement of our public "responsibility" as theologians; and c) from a renewed interest in the "integrity" of theology, i.e. in the question what makes theological education "theological". In the following three sections we briefly tell the story of this emerging sociological imagination using these three categories.
SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION: AWARENESS OF SOCIAL LOCATION
It is almost a commonplace, but still necessary to keep in mind: South African theologians have become extremely aware of the important influence of their own social locations, or, as many prefer to say: their contextuality, on the way they do theology.
A variety of slogans witness to this growing awareness: Already during the sixties, but increasingly during the seventies, many ministers, religious leaders, theological students, teachers and scholars called for more relevant theology4. They experienced the theology taught in the seminaries and the faculties as irrelevant, useless, aliens. They often revolted against Western theology, against curricula, against text-books, against institutions.
In the early seventies black theology became a battle-cry amongst many students and ministers, particularly in the circles of black consciousness 6 • Towards the end of the s~venties the expression contextual theology became more popular 7 • In the early eighties the notion of prophetic theology was winning the day amongst those who wanted to see more relevant theology being done in South Africa 8 • During the latter part of the eighties the Kairos-document became so widely known in South Africa that kairos theology became the slogan everyone understood 9 • Opponents and critics of these movements, often inspired by overseas fundamentalist interests, regularly used the expression liberation theology to lump these typically South African initiatives together with international theological trends lO . At the moment, calls for Africanisation are becoming more and more popular ll .
All these stories have often been told and it is unnecessary to repeat them here 12 • The overall impact, however, on South African theology cannot be ignored. These were no innocent, harmless, scholarly debates. All these initiatives were imbedded in the struggle against apartheid. The awareness of the "contextual" nature of all theology was not merely a neutral, descriptive and scholarly insight. It was an ideological tool, intended to unmask the fact that insights, ideas, and language were used as weapons in a social struggle. In fact, it was precisely because everybody started using the notion of "context", as a harmless description of that which is always the case, thereby giving legitimacy to "Western" theology and sometimes even to apartheid theology, as just another form of contextual theology, that those in the struggle rejected the term in favour of prophetic or kairos theology. In short, the "emergence of a sociological imagination" in South African theology was to a very large extent an integral part of the struggle against apartheid.
It was therefore only to be expected that the radical political, social and economic transformations, leading to a so-called "new South Africa", would again have a major impact on South African theology. We are no longer within an apartheid society. The social location of theology has changed and it is still changing -and South African theologians are very much aware of that.
What has happened in South Africa and what is happening? How should one describe the changing social location for doing theology in South Africa? That is a difficult and in itself controversial question. The diverse answers, however, will determine how one will perceive the new realities South African theology has to take into account, the new challenges South African theologians have to face, the new issues we have to address ... the new slogans that will become popular.
One obvious way of describing the present process is in political terms: South Africa is becoming a democracy and a civil society. Obviously this -radically new -social location will have major implications for doing theology:
South African churches and theologians will have to learn how to live in a democratic societyl3; how to behave themselves in a society where freedom of religion is guaranteed by the constitution l4 . Already a serious public conflict is raging about the so-called "secular state" 15. Questions are ISSN 0257-8891 = SKRIF EN KERK Irg 17(2) 1996 asked about the relationship between church and state in the constitution, and about the teaching of religion in schools 16 . The position of Christian, sometimes even denomination, seminaries and theological faculties within state-funded universities is at stake17. The status and the nature of departments of religion at universities are being debated anew 18 . Other religions come to the fore with claims to teach their own traditions within state-funded universities 19 . A South African Academy for the Study of Religion has been established, incorporating many of the traditionally Christian scholarly societies 20 . Religions, including the so-called traditional African religions, are cooperating regarding many public issues, including religious broadcasts in the public media 21 .
Christian theology must find its role in a civil society22: More and more discussions are held about issues of public religion, the public church, and a public theology23. Questions are raised about the task of the church and of theology in nation-building 24 , in dealing with the legacy of apartheid, reconciliation and healing the nation 2S , in learning to face and live with "the other", in creating a common moral language and a moral fabric 26 .
A second possibility to describe the changing context in South Africa is to use economic categories: South Africa urgently needs development, reconstruction and growth. In fact, the government's RDP -the "Reconstruction and Development Programme" -has already been widely accepted as the new overall ideological framework or vision for the nation 27 .
The university-system, in fact, the total educational system28, research 29 , but also religions, churches and theology, are all deeply effected by the RDP. This again has serious implications for the institutional policies and planning of theological training institutions. Two presently popular key-words recall some of them: prioritization and rationalization. "Setting new priorities" in the light of the ideals of the RDP has a positive ring to it. "Being rationalized" in the light of the realities of the RDP has a negative ring to it. Both will obviously impact severely on the social settings of doing theology in South Africa 30 .
A third way to understand the changing South African reality is to use geographical, demographical or cultural concepts: We must locate ourselves in Africa 31 , or in the Third World, where realities of urbanization, industrialization, development, inculturation, poverty, and ethnic strife all take on special meaning and all pose special challenges and priorities to theology. We must do cultural analysis. We must do local theology32.
The point is simple: As was the case during the years of struggle, the changing South African context will again have a major impact on the way we do theology and on our institutional planning.
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SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION: ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RESPONSmILITY A second extremely important aspect of this emergence of a sociological imagination in South African theological circles, is the fact that people increasingly became aware of the moral dimension of this process. South African theologians have increasingly asked questions about responsibility.
Asking questions about responsibility and ethics have become commonplace in a number of theological disciplines in South Africa: Biblical scholars talk about the ethics of interpretation 33 , the ethics of reading, and the ethics of writing, often linked to questions about the future of these disciplines in South Africa. Systematic theologians and ethicists ask questions about their responsibilities in society and in the church, about "the ethics of ethics". Missiologists reflect about their responsibility in a radically changed situation. Practical theologians and ministers of religion organise conference upon conference and meeting upon meeting to talk about the responsibility of the church in the new South Africa. And obviously historians continue debating about the morality of historical reconstruction in the country.
Once again, the experiences of the struggle against apartheid play a major role in this self-awareness. We know only too well that scholarship, that research, that a whole educational system, that theological training, that the church, that religion, can become part of an ideological and oppressive system. We know that we can no longer take our own work for granted, but that we must ask questions of responsibility, of vocation, of ethics.
Perhaps this is why rhetorical theory has become so popular in South African scholarship, including theological circles. It provides the tools to understand that human discourse, including theology, should not only be evaluated in terms of the logos, the argument, but also in terms of the ethos and the pathos. Questions concerning who says what to whom and why, in whose interest, are also important. In fact, Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza's address on the ethics of interpretation and her plea for a rhetorical-critical de-centering of theological education contributed much to the emergence of this aspect of the sociological imagination in South African theology. And matters of race and sex are present and alive in almost every theological discussion in South Africa34.
SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION ••• AND THE INTEGRITY OF THEOLOGY?
However, it is clear that more must be said. The sociological imagination alone cannot answer the question what theology is or what theologians should be doing. Theology must have its own identity, its own integrity. But: what is theology? And: what is the responsibility of theological education? What is "the basic aim and purpose" of theological study? What is the vocation of a theologian? What is theological competence?
South African theologians have discussed these questions over the past few years almost without cease. But we found it very difficult to agree on an answer. Having asked some of the best-known theologians in the world about the vocation of a theologian, Theodore Jennings' conclusions pointed in a similar direction. They all seem to agree that what they are doing is of the utmost importance, but they do not share the slightest agreement on what that is3s. We often .agreed that Charles Wood was correct when he said:
"It is by no means universally granted that 'theological education' really means theological education -that it centers in the teaching and learning of theology. It can be and often is regarded simply as the collective term for the assortment of disparate things which make up a curriculum in what is conventionally called a theological school; or it can be taken as a synonym for 'education for ministry' -and again the adjective 'theological' implies nothing about the nature of the educational process, except perhaps that something called 'theology' was once a prominent part of it"36. In our attempts to learn from others, we have, over the past years, tried to listen to the conversations 37 about these questions elsewhere in Africa 38 , in Germany39, in the Netherlands and in the United States of America 40 .
Eventually, most of us have come to agree that we face three basic options in theological education in South Africa today. The contrast between Athens and Berlin, often used by David Kelsey to situate major positions in the USA into a typology, has proved helpful 41 . He asks about the "aim and purpose" of theology, about "the nature of a theological school", and says "that the purpose of a theological school is to seek to understand God more truly, and that a school's 'nature' follows from this 'purpose'''42. This can, however, be constructed in diverse ways. Kelsey then uses his typology to describe different options for theological schools.
The first option for us, in South Africa, would be to follow an Athens-option and to concentrate on· "formation", on paideia, on education, spirituality, wisdom, character. The second option would be to follow Berlin and to concentrate on "professional training", on the kind of ministers the congregations and the churches need, and to train them, to equip them as practically as possible. The third option, a variant of Berlin, would be to concentrate on "science", on scholarship and research, to accept the independence and even conflicts between the traditional theological disciplines and not to inquire after any kind of "unity" in the theological enterprise.
Different institutions in South Africa have made different choices in this regard 43 • However, in the light of the socio-economic, the political, and the cultural realities referred to earlier, it has become increasingly difficult for theological institutions in South Africa to close our eyes to this challenge and to continue with the third option, as if it makes perfect sense for us to continue with "scientific theology", "scholarship" and "research", while ignoring fundamental questions concerning the theological nature, the integrity, of the entire enterprise.
Perhaps the most crucial impact of the emergence of a sociological imagination forced upon us has been this insight that we now realize that it is impossible to discuss these options and to make these choices concerning the nature of theological education in a vacuum. The real-life context, the socio-historical conditions, co-determine what is possible and what is necessary.
In their valuable final report for the Lilly Foundation on Lilly endowment grants for theological education research, Barbara Wheeler and David Kelsey make this point clearly and convincingly. They plead for, what they call, "integrity" in research on theological education. They argue that the two processes of "institutional planning" and "reflection on basic aims and purposes" should be integrated into one, comprehensive undertaking, in order to make it more rational and responsible 44 • We fully agree. Awareness of social location and acknowledgement of responsibility go hand in hand with reflection on the aim and purpose of the theological enterprise.
NOTES:
Hierdie voordrag is deur P J Robinson gelewer tydens die Intemationale Seminar jUr interdisziplinlire Theologie van die Switserse Teologiese Vereniging se konferensie, van 14-17 September 1995 te Emmetten, Switserland, oor die tema "Teologie en Sosiologie". 14 There are stili serious debates in South African church, theological, and religious circles about the precise implications of "religious freedom" and about the way it should be formulated and interpreted in the new constitution, at present in a process of being written.
15
Inspired from the circles of right-wing evangelical groups, but popularised because it caught the imaginations and inspired fear in many Christians, there has recently been widespread protest in the country, demonstrated in a march on Parliament, to reject the so-called "secular state", that is supposedly being established by the new government in the new constitution.
16
The discussions to decide the future of religion in public schools in the country are still far from decided. A wide range of proposals are at present being considered in educational and religious circles.
The story of the presence of seminaries and theological or divinity faculties or departments in the universities is a very confusing, but an extremely important one. See e g the 450-page volume with essays of the Hervormde Teologiese Studies, Jaargang 5011 & 2 (Junie 1994). For an overview of the history of theological education in a particular church tradition, P J Robinson, "Teologiese opleiding in die Verenigende Kerke", Apologia 5/2 (Augustus 1990), 39-60; and for a discussion of the tension between theological training and university ethos, R J Stevens, "Theological education and the ethos of the University of the Western Cape", Apologia 211, (1987), 29-33. At present, the state of affairs which was inherited from the past is being challenged from all sides and in a number of ways.
18
The story of the establishment of "Biblical Studies" as a subject in South African schools and therefore at South African universities is even more remarkable. See for the present state of affairs e g H P Miiller, "Tertiary academia of religion in South Africa -some statistical perspectives", Scriptura 53 (1995) , 125-140.
19
Interesting proposals in this regard have been given to the CUP, the South African Committee of university principals. These draft proposals read as follows: "(I) Academic and non-sectional courses in theological studies belong in universities. Religion and religious aspiration is so general a human phenomenon that reflection on human beings' efforts to come to terms with it and flOd meaning in life must be an important intellectual discipline. In as markedly a religious country as South Africa, failure to provide for the study of religion in its own right in universities would amount to ignoring a major element of South African reality. (2) In its theological studies programmes, the S A university system should in principle be open to giving attention to the range of religions, although particular religious traditions may be emphasised to meet regional interests. The main intention here is that someone from a particular religious tradition or with a particular interest in that tradition should be able to pursue the study of it in ways hospitable to the ethos of that tradition. (3) Theological courses, like all other courses offered by a university should be presented by lecturers appointed by the university and be open, in the sense of being available in principle to all students registered for the diplomas and degrees. The theme for the 1995-conference, from 24-26 September, was Civil society, democracy & development. (4) Specific religious groups may negotiate to offer with particular universities confessionally-related vocational and academic courses on campus in assoCiation with the theological studies programme. Universities will retain final control over the standards of academic courses which are credited towards degrees or diplomas. The costs of all such programmes, e g employing lecturers and use of facilities must be negotiated by the parties concerned. (5) Rational use of resources requires a) that curricula be designed to meet the needs of as wide a group of clients as practically possible, and b) that the qualification structure allows as many useful exit points as possible. Identifying client groups is thus very important. The obvious groups such as teachers, religious workers and ministers of religion, may be augmented for specific purposes by doctors, dentists, lawyers and social workers, and for general interest by liberal arts students. (6) Reducing the cost, enhancing the quality, and increasing the accessibility of postgraduate programmes must be a priority. In planning postgraduate programmes, the possibilities of distance education and inter-institutional cooperation must be borne in mind. Making it possible for students to spend relatively brief periods on campus, and perhaps to draw on the facilities of several institutions, is an attractive option. (7) It is desirable that each university should have distinctive focuses for its postgraduate research. (8) Theological studies programmes will be responsive to the demand for shorter, non-qualifying courses for specific communities or for the general public, as far as this is practical" .
For one example, namely the present state of Muslim studies at South African universities, see A I Tayob, "Islamic Studies in South Africa", Scriptura 5312 (1995), 65-72.
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At the beginning of 1994, a new scholarly society with wideranging membership has been established, namely the SAAR, the South African Academy of Religion, with S Maimela, a well-known black theologian from UNISA, as first president. The essays of the first conference are currently being published by Unisa, Pretoria, and will be titled Religion in reconstruction, edited by J W de Gruchy & S Martin. The theme for the next conference, planned for 1996, is Religious experience in Africa.
21
The public broadcaster in South Africa, the SABC, has recently announced major changes in its religious policies, with far-reaching effect for religious programming in the country. 
23
The stream of theological reflection on these issues seems never-ending in South Africa. Members, congregations, organisations, students, ministers, faculties, denominations, are all continuously talking about public role and public responsibility .
24
A theologian like C Villa-Vicencio has been deeply involved in issues related to nation-building. See e g C Villa-Vicencio, A theology of reconstruction: Nationbuilding and human rights, Cape Town 1992, and "The quest for a national identity", JTSA 86 ( 
27
The Reconstruction and Development Programme, originally a vision of the ANC, became the overall ideological strategy of the new Government of National Unity. A white paper was accepted, and the different provinces also adopted the Programme. Many churches are discussing their own role within this initiative. See e g Cheryl Carolus~ who heads the ANC's department responsible for the RDP, "Transformation in South Africa. The role of civil society and the church in the Reconstruction and Development Programme", Bellville, October 1994.
28
The Minister of Education has already indicated that the RDP will in future also determine the priorities of all levels of education, including the universities. In practice, this means that universities, and faculties and departments within universltles, are already reconsidering their own nature, composition, and activities, including teaching and research, with a view to meet the priorities of theRDP.
29
The HSRC, the (only) national body encouraging and funding research in the human sciences, has recently published its own list of research priorities for the country, with the suggestion that research in these fields has a better chance of being funded.
30
The recent stories of the few theological and religious departments and faculties in our own region, the Western Cape, already illustrate the enormous effects of these changes very clearly. 
42
To understand God truly, 15. He argues that it is misleading to talk about "theological education" in abstraction from the particular socio-economic context of particular schools. The "sociological, political, and economic dimensions of the enterprise (must be) at the center of the discussion". We fully agree with that. He adds that three characteristic features of schools must be distinguished and kept in mind in any attempt to describe them: the subject matter that focuses its common endeavour; the understanding it seeks through study of that subject matter; and the kind of community the school is. Again, we found that useful.
43
In our own faculty at the University of the Western Cape we opted for an approach where the training of ministers for the traditional ministry is no longer the only or, in fact, primary focus. We concentrate on the formation of Christian character and the formation of religious leadership in general. In this process, the departments and the disciplines in the faculty underwent major institutional changes. In our region, however, other institutions are still making other options.
44
It is worthwhile listening to what they have to say: "At many points in this report, we have criticized the division of the research program into two parts ... We now think that this division was a serious mistake. It creates the impression that while leaders and planners in theological education need certain kinds of useful information, that information can be useful to them even if it is unshaped by reflection on the nature and purpose of theological education. Conversely, it suggests that theological reflection on theological education is valid even if it is uninformed by (research) about institutional realities, power structures, values and patterns of activity. Neither, in our view, is the case. The integrity of theological education in fact demands that institutional practices be shaped by theological convictions about purpose and that purposes be hammered out in light of the institutional realities and context of actual schools. Therefore we urge that special support be given in the future to research that brings accurate facts about theological education into fruitful interplay with theological ideas about it, and also to creating conversations about research that contend with both ideas and information. We are convinced that theological educators cannot frame the future of their institutions with integrity unless they become practiced in facing questions of purpose and questions of policy as integral to each other" . 
